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DreamWorks Studios Picks up Need for Speed from EA
George Gatins Wrote Adaptation of Top-Selling Video Game Franchise
LOS ANGELES--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- DreamWorks Studios has acquired the feature film rights to EA's (NASDAQ: EA) popular
video game franchise, Need for Speed™,
it was announced jointly today by DreamWorks CEO and Co-Chair Stacey Snider
and EA President of Studios Frank Gibeau.
Brothers George and John Gatins developed the original story with George writing the feature's screenplay. The screenplay is
based on the Need for Speed series, but is not based on an individual game. EA will produce along with John Gatins and Mark
Sourian. Scott Waugh (Act of Valor) is attached to direct, and the project will be fast-tracked at DreamWorks with a target
production start date for early next year, for a 2014 release.
The film adaptation will be a fast-paced, high-octane film rooted in the tradition of the great car culture films of the 70s while
being extremely faithful to the spirit of the video game franchise. In Need for Speed, the cars are hot, the racing is intense and
the story keeps players at the edge of their seat.
"I'm excited about getting back into the creative trenches with John and George Gatins and my partners at EA to bring to life an
exhilarating script based on an epic video game that seems to have been made for the movies," said Steven Spielberg,
DreamWorks Chairman. "This is a big piece of business for DreamWorks and we are grateful to Frank Gibeau, Pat O'Brien,
Kevin Maher and John and George for choosing us to deliver their goods."
"George, John and EA brought a very compelling story to us which we believe is going to make a fun, cool movie franchise,"
said Stacey Snider, CEO and Co-Chair of DreamWorks. "With such a large following around the globe, we're excited to make a
film that does justice to the popular underlying video game series."
"We are thrilled to be in business with our friends Steven Spielberg, Stacey Snider and the entire DreamWorks team," said
Frank Gibeau, President of EA Labels. "They are the perfect partner to take Need for Speed to the big screen by creating the
exciting action film that we have always envisioned."
"It's fantastic to be working with a team that shares not only our love of cars, but also our passion for creating blockbuster
action experiences. This collaboration will be greatly enhanced with the team at DreamWorks — which is a great home for the
Need for Speed franchise," said Patrick Soderlund, Executive Vice President, EA Games Label. Added Pat O'Brien, Vice
President of EA Entertainment: "Working with John and George to develop the script has truly been an outstanding
experience."
Need for Speed is the premier racing game in the video game industry and one of EA's best-selling video game franchises.
Since the release of the first title, the series has sold more than 140 million units worldwide, generating an estimated $4 billion
in retail revenue, making it one of the biggest franchises in video gaming.
Need for Speed serves as a reunion with both George Gatins and John Gatins with DreamWorks. George was an executive
producer on the studio's 2010 film "She's Out of My League." John's previous projects with DreamWorks include the 2005 film
"Dreamer" which he wrote and directed. He also wrote the script for last year's "Real Steel" and has been working on the script
for its sequel. He recently wrote the script for "Flight" which will be released by Paramount later this year.
Both EA and John and George Gatins are represented by UTA, who negotiated the deal.
More information about Need for Speed can be found at: http://www.needforspeed.com/.
About DreamWorks Studios
DreamWorks Studios is a motion picture company formed in 2009 and led by Steven Spielberg and Stacey Snider in
partnership with The Reliance Anil Dhirubhai Ambani Group. The company's recent releases include "Real Steel," starring

Hugh Jackman and directed by Shawn Levy, Steven Spielberg's "War Horse," based on Michael Morpurgo's award-winning
book and was nominated for six Academy Awards including Best Picture, and "The Help," which resonated with audiences
around the country and earned over $200 million at the box office and received four Academy Award nominations with Octavia
Spencer winning one for Best Supporting Actress. Its upcoming releases include the Chris Pine starrer "People Like Us" and
Spielberg's "Lincoln" starring Daniel Day-Lewis.
DreamWorks Studios can be found on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/DreamWorksStudios and on Twitter at
http://twitter.com/dw_studios.
About Electronic Arts
Electronic Arts (NASDAQ:EA) is a global leader in digital interactive entertainment. The Company's game franchises are
offered as both packaged goods products and online services delivered through Internet-connected consoles, personal
computers, mobile phones and tablets. EA has more than 220 million registered players and operates in 75 countries.
In fiscal 2012, EA posted GAAP net revenue of $4.1 billion. Headquartered in Redwood City, California, EA is recognized for
critically acclaimed, high-quality blockbuster franchises such as The Sims™, Madden NFL, FIFA Soccer, Need for Speed™,
Battlefield™, and Mass Effect™. More information about EA is availablehttp://info.ea.com.
at
Need for Speed and The Sims are trademarks of Electronic Arts Inc. Battlefield is a trademark of EA Digital Illusions CE AB.
Mass Effect is a trademark of EA International (Studio and Publishing) Ltd. John Madden, NFL and FIFA are the property of
their respective owners and used with permission.
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